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Introduction 
There are a number of important issues affecting First Nations in the 2019 Federal Election.  
Although many of these issues are timely, including Uplifting First Nations Women and Climate 
Change, many issues are long-standing historic issues that have never been fully realized by any 
government. Examples of these issues include Treaty Implementation and addressing Lands and 
Resources. 

The issues outlined in this Discussion Paper came out of discussions with First Nations’ leadership, 
namely, the chiefs of the 133 First Nations in Ontario.  Much of the included substance stems from 
resolutions passed by the Chiefs in Assembly at the annual All-Ontario Chiefs Conferences or Special 
Chiefs Assemblies that have been held previously.  

We encourage you, First Nations citizens and leaders, our friends and allies and all Canadians to take 
special consideration of these First Nations Election Priorities in your choice in the upcoming federal 
election.  In this era of Reconciliation, it will be essential to include those issues, challenges and Calls 
to Action into consideration in your choice for Member of Parliament, Prime Minister and the next 
Government of Canada. 

Finally, we urge all candidates, the federal political parties and the next Government of Canada, to 
reflect these priorities into your messaging, campaign documents and your commitment to govern, 
toward a new relationship First Nations people in Canada. 

First Nation’s Election Priorities 

1. A New Relationship
2. Treaty Implementation
3. Lands and Resources
4. Climate Change
5. Internal Capacity and Governance
6. Housing and Infrastructure
7. First Nations Economies
8. Health and Well-Being
9. Uplifting First Nations Women
10.Protecting Water
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1. A New Relationship

First Nations in Ontario have continually expressed the desire to develop and implement a new 
relationship with the Crown based on the original spirit of peace and friendship, recognition of First 
Nations’ sovereignty, and respectful recognition of Inherent and Treaty-protected rights.  This new 
relationship must include the unfettered opportunity to realize self-determination through 
implementing self-government and assertion of jurisdiction that honour the Treaties – free of the 
confines of the Indian Act. 

This federal election provides the welcome opportunity for Canadians to choose a government that 
will honour their commitments, further collaboration and support the realization of a new respectful 
relationship between the Crown and First Nations in Ontario. 

• Supporting First Nations-led Processes – A new relationship must include a recognition 
and respect for the sovereignty of First Nations through recognition and participation in nation-
to-nation governance structures and processes initiated by First Nations in Ontario. (COO, 
2018).  Chiefs in Ontario also call upon the Government of Canada to begin investing in the 
self-determination efforts of First Nations to revitalize their own institutions of governance.
(COO, Nation to Nation: Our Chiefs' Focus on Advancing our Nationhood, 2018)

• A New Fiscal Relationship – A new relationship must address a new way of funding First 
Nations’ governments that respects the need and autonomy of First Nations in Ontario, that 
provides guaranteed, predictable multi-year funding, and that benefits from non-interference. 
These funds should not be subject to taxation, claw-backs or used as own-source revenue 
calculations in self-government funding agreements.

• A Seat at the Table – A new relationship must include First Nations having the right to have 
a say in all aspects of their lives including having a seat at First Ministers' table and hosting an 
ongoing First Nations Meeting on First Nations’ priorities. (AFN, 2019)

Back to index  

2. Treaty Implementation

The Government of Canada has not taken adequate steps towards resolving outstanding matters 
arising from the Treaties.  The relationship has been marked by broken promises, inconsistencies and 
failures to meet historic and contemporary obligations as delineated in the Treaties. 

• Meeting International Obligations – Fundamentally, a New Relationship must meet the
requirements of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP)
and fully recognize and implement the obligations arising from the Treaties with First Nations
in Ontario.

• Establishing and Honouring Treaty Processes – The Government of Canada must commit
to participate in Treaty processes and to give effect to Treaty-protected rights through a
ongoing and continuing processes. (COO, Treaty Implementation, 2009)  This includes an
ongoing commitment to existing Treaty-based processes.
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• Treaty-Protected Rights – The rights held by First Nations, as expressed in the Treaties, are
an extension of First Nations’ Inherent and Aboriginal Rights.  The Crown must take concerted
steps to realize First Nations rights include rights to the land, the waters, the resources
extracted from First Nations’ traditional territories and the sharing of benefits derived from
these resources.

Back to index

3. Lands and Resources

First Nations believe that the sharing of their homelands and traditional territory is the basis of the 
Treaties. Further, that any development undertaken on these lands should include joint decision-
making, ongoing co-management and the sharing of the benefits extended from resource 
development. 

International obligations protect the rights to First Nations’ lands and resources derived from 
their traditional territories. The United Nations Declaration states that: Indigenous peoples have the 
right to the lands, territories and resources which they have traditionally owned, occupied or 
otherwise used or acquired. (UN, Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, 2007). 

• Return of Lands – First Nations in Ontario expect the Government of Canada to take action 
in the returning of lands not covered by Treaty and the compensation of lands unjustly taken, 
including compensation for lost use and lost revenues for lands already privatized or 
designated for public use.

• Natural Resources Development – The Government of Canada must take action to ensure 
the full participation of First Nations in decision-making. First Nations must have a clear and 
honoured voice with respect to natural resources projects in First Nations’ traditional territories 
in Ontario.  This includes obtaining economic benefits including project equity, employment 
and training and revenues.

• Free, Prior and Informed Consent – Free, Prior and Informed Consent must be 
implemented and respected for any development of lands, territory and resources located in 
First Nations traditional territory.  This principle has been reinforced and is required by the UN 
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. (UN, Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 
Peoples, 2007)  This is especially necessary in the ongoing protection of Mother Earth from 
unsustainable and potentially harmful development.

Back to index 

4. Climate Change

It is of the utmost priority for First Nations in Ontario to protect the natural environment.  It is our 
Inherent Right and Responsibility to care for the lands, waters, air  and All Our Relations on our 
Mother Earth. 

• Asserting a Role – First Nations in Ontario must be full partners and at the table in the
national dialogue on climate change, including the implementation of Canada’s Climate Change
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Action Plan.  This includes enabling First Nations in Ontario to play a direct role in informing 
the implementation of climate change action and the continued development of domestic 
and international policy pertaining to the environment. 

• Economic Considerations – It is essential that First Nations and their environmental
initiatives benefit from revenue sources arising from Canada’s Climate Change Action Plan and
that the Government of Canada continues to support First Nations-led climate change
initiatives.

Back to index 

5. Internal Capacity and Governance

The pathway to self-government and self-determination is also the pathway to Reconciliation.  As First 
Nations develop their own direction, systems and processes, the strength and capacity of First Nations 
grows.  Regardless of approach, or where First Nations are on the road to self-determination, Canada 
must actively support the capacity and governance goals of First Nations in Ontario. 

• Capacity Building and Nation Building – Resources are required to support those First
Nations that need to increase their capacity to govern. Dialogue is required among those
nations to discuss and contemplate approaches including the establishment of governance
codes, citizenship codes and First Nations’ Constitutions.  Resources and support are needed
for First Nations to come together and share wise practices in re-establishing their traditional
approaches to government.

• Support Unity and Dialogue – The Government of Canada must create non-divisive
opportunities that enable First Nations’ governments to discuss, to foster internal relationship
building and consider collaborative, cooperative and collective approaches to governance.  This
includes providing opportunities for dialogue among youth, Elders, community members and
women to support and give voice to their respective constituencies.

Back to index 

6. Housing and Infrastructure

Housing and infrastructure are the greatest concern for First Nations.  Article 21 of the United Nations 
Declarations states:  Indigenous peoples have the right, without discrimination, to the improvement of 
their economic and social conditions, which includes housing. (UN, Declaration on the Rights of 
Indigenous Peoples, 2007) 

The state of housing and infrastructure in First Nations is dire and Canada’s government must 
immediately address those needs. 

• Addressing Housing Gaps and Shortages – A comprehensive plan is needed to address 
the lack of adequate housing in First Nations communities.  This must include long and short-
term strategies to rehabilitate the existing housing stock, develop innovative social housing and 
address chronic infrastructure shortfalls.
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• Sufficient Resources – First Nations in Ontario have continually called upon the Government
of Canada to provide sufficient resources for the construction and maintenance of all forms of
housing, including social housing. (COO, Support for First Nations Housing Resources, 2011)
Infrastructure development must also meet the demands of climate change, including the
provision of funding and options that include low-carbon technology and energy efficient
construction.

• Wise Practices and Partnerships – Reconciliation provides the opportunity for partners to
come to the table to share wise practices in the development of quality housing alternatives
and improvements using modern building science. (COO, Support for an OFN Housing
Commission, 2009)  The Government of Canada could be a leader in contributing to public-
private partnerships in housing and infrastructure development in First Nations.

Back to index 

7. First Nations Economies

Improving the social determinants of health for First Nations begins with the development of a 
prosperous economy.  Education, skills training, employment and a living income are basic rights and 
necessities to achieve the goals of self-determination. 

• Partnership Approach – The Government of Canada must actively support the development 
of partnerships between the private sector and First Nations in Ontario. This must apply 
beyond project-based developments and natural resources, but also to other sectors of the 
economy including manufacturing, services, energy, transportation and tourism.

• Support for First Nations – Continued support is needed by the Government of Canada for 
the strategic development of First Nation economies. First Nations use economic programs 
and services to fund community economic development officers, support professional and skills 
development, support small to medium-size business, administer employment and training 
programs and seek out partnerships and growth for nation-level enterprises. Greater 
resources are required from government to support this need.

• Economic Infrastructure – Investments are required to maintain the underlying 
infrastructure that supports economic development. This includes access to capital, 
telecommunications, high-speed Internet, water and wastewater, electricity transmission 
and distribution, transportation infrastructure, all-season roads and winter roads in the north.

Back to index 

8. Health and Well-Being

Canada must improve it's efforts to realize the potential within Indigenous communities.  Collective 
attention and action are needed to ensure the health and well-being of First Nations in Canada. 

• Investments in First Nations Health and Well-Being – The Government of Canada must
make a substantial and ongoing investment in the health and well-being of First Nations.  This
can only be done through adequate, predictable and sustained, multi-year funding of First
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Nations’ health programs.  This includes primary care programs, prevention programs, cultural 
care, as well as increases and positive changes to the non-insured health benefits.  Specific 
care must also be taken to address cancer care, addictions and treatment, diabetes care, 
heart health and Elders’ care.  

• Mental Wellness – Mental health issues affecting our First Nations must be addressed. 
Substantial new resources and programs and increased service levels are needed to address 
addictions and substance abuse in First Nations, including the alarming opiate crisis.  Youth 
programs are needed to address the well-being and needs of First Nations’ children and teens. 
Youth suicide can be overcome by marked improvement in mental wellness and greater 
availability of mental health services.

• Link to Cultural, Language and Identity – The path to good health and well-being for 
First Nations is different. As a result of colonialism, Canada’s assimilation policy, and 
the Residential School era, the loss of First Nations’ languages and cultures is substantial.  
Work must be undertaken to minimize this loss and to re-establish cultural identity through 
pride in oneself, one's family, community and nation to improve health and well-being

• Support of First Nations Traditional Healing – First Nations’ healing methods have been 
used for millennia. These traditional medicines and holistic treatments were used to help 
generations of early Settlers.  Canada must take action to support the health and well-being of 
First Nations by providing additional supports for First Nations’ traditional healing.

Back to index 

9. Uplifting First Nations Women

The legacy of Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls has impacted all First Nations.  
Chiefs in Ontario are committed to leading and enacting meaningful responses to the MMIWG National 
Inquiry Report. First Nations continue to hold a vision of our women being treated with dignity and 
respect. Our women must be valued, safe and protected always. 

• Continuing the Search – First Nations in Ontario, in particular the First Nations Women’s 
Caucus, have been encouraged by the Chiefs-in-Assembly to continue their work with Ontario 
families of Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls in pursuing justice for their 
loved ones. (COO, Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls, 2017)  Support must 
be extended to continue the search for justice and answers ulitizing the "families first" 
approach.

• A Strength-based Approach of First Nations Women – The Government of Canada must 
consider additional, strength-based efforts to uplift women through gender equity programs 
benefiting First Nations women and girls, including further research in gender-based analysis 
and determining the needs of women.  Equity must be extended to ensure greater numbers of 
First Nations women in the workforce, in leadership positions, the federal public service, post-
secondary program and non-traditional skills-development opportunities.

• Denouncing Violence Against Women and 2SLGBTQQIA – All Canadians must speak out 
against those who perpetrate violence against women and those who identify as 2-Spirit, 
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer, Questioning, Intersex and Asexual.
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Canada has a responsibility to help protect First Nations 2SLGBTQQIA+ people through specific 
programs and services that provide necessary social and health supports to these important 
and loved members of our communities. 

Back to index 

10. Protecting Water

For First Nations women, there is a traditional responsibility to look after and speak for life-giving 
water. Water is considered the lifeblood of Mother Earth and as such, provides life for all.  It is 
incumbent upon all Canadians and governments to protect this most valuable of all natural resources. 
Water must be protected from contamination and pollution, exportation and commodification, to 
ensure its sustainability from now into the future, for seven generations and beyond. 

• First Nations-led Solutions – First Nations in Ontario assert their right to develop their own, 
First Nations-led solutions to the protection of drinking water in their communities.  As such, 
the Assembly of First Nations has called for the repeal of the Safe Drinking Water for First 
Nations Act and replace it with First Nations-led authority.

• Water and Wastewater Infrastructure – Water and wastewater infrastructure on-reserve 
is grossly underfunded. This is unacceptable. The Government of Canada must increase 
allocations for capital development and ongoing operations and maintenance to make water 
safe in all First Nations and to reduce the continued instances of drinking water advisories.
(COO, Federal Water and Wastewater Action, 2016)

• Moratorium on Bulk Water Exports – First Nations have rejected any and all proposals for 
the commercial export of drinking water from their traditional territories. First Nations 
assert their authority to mandate First Nations technical reviews, cultural reviews, 
approvals and disapprovals of water permits. First Nations call upon the federal 
government to recognize their authority in these matters.

Back to index
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